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The underground News Network: an independent news 

source. Presentation of cultural technology designed for 

community unification bringing about a long overdue 

consensus. Void of debate and eliminating current rhetoric 

This is of the implication and proof of a theorem conceived 

from the 1981 Rally for peace press conference called 

together by Stevie wonder to get the Martin Luther King 

Birthday as National Holiday, Theme was “Where Do we go 

from here” Taken from a Book By same title written by 

Martin Luther King… Ital Iman coordinator of Underground 

News Network/The Rastafari Mystery School was a 

participant of that Historic Rally for peace press conference. 

The Unity Dialogues final phase # 3 is the Answer to that 

question asked by those civil rights Activists in 1981: 

“where do we go from here” 

 



                                       The unity dialogues  
  

                                                           

Greetings of peace from the Underground News Network. 

We The People born in darkness. Held captive in the west, look to the east receiving its wisdom for our 

freedom and redemption… 

Dear Sir. 

Please note: this vibration is void of any government control, it is truly ‘grassroots’ influenced by the 

spirit of truth only.it is connected to no persons with degrees from any of the American educational 

institutions. It’s  truly cultural in the oral tradition of the north and Central American mystery systems  

                                       

Aligned with ‘Black’ aboriginal peoples cultures from antiquity ,this vibration  is coordinated from a self-

taught  foundation containing 36 years of research  wisdom and experience… 



                                    

                                     

We are conducting a series of interviews in 2017  in the spirit of the 1960’s Black revolution ‘draft- 

notice’. To form a consensus in cultural communities, called the unity dialogues. 

We are presenting a revolutionary business proposition to chosen ‘grassroots’ independent 

News sources, community activist, organizers, business persons, etc. this is an Afrocentric 

Powerbase initiative which is very time sensitive. Consisting of Three phases. Lasting no longer than 

three months each…Initial or orientation is phase one:  a filmed one on one interface called the unity 

dialogues consisting of the exchange and dissemination of vital information of the consensus process 

and the administration of duties in the formation of cultural communities consensus. These ‘interviews’ 

will be posted on underground News Network YouTube channel and our other social media platforms 

etc. we encourage the interviewees To also broadcast these interviews, as part of the first phase of the 

“Unity Dialogues” as information and teaching tools of encouragement in the process… 

 Phase two will be the planning and organizing phase: the expanding of the inner-circle, distribution of 

duties, and the implementation of the technology gleaned from the unity dialogues… 

Phase three is the activation of the process. The liberation of the dormant intelligent energies 

And the directing of the cultural technologies, exploding with the brilliance of a billion suns 

We have acquired, learned and mastered over the process of “The unity dialogues.” 

Please inform in reply when you are available  for personal ‘interview.’ Currently I may be contacted by 

email or this number(386-792-1258) 



                                                                 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

THE PACT 

 

 

        Discourse  of the Wisdom of the Consensus 



 

 

 

 

 

 

“You ask me am I happy 

Well as matter of fact I can say that I’m ecstatic cause we all just made a pact. 

We’ve agreed to get together joined as children in Jah. 

When you’re moving in the positive your destination is the brightest star.” 

 

         The Master  -Stevie Wonder  (Master Blaster Jamming) 



               

                      

                                                                                                 

 

 

 

THE “MASTER BLASTER JAMMING”? 

 

                The Adhan 



 

 

Purpose: To make a petition to ‘God’ in evocation, as designed in religious ritual. 

CODE OF MINERETT OF JAM 

The Minaret of Jam, Afghanistan 

Black lives matter? 

What is the legacy we are to leave upon orb-ship earth? 

For the future in the past lie 

Of me in my own life time they have sang songs 

And in many countries have they given praise 

They are the chosen few but yet has the world realized it we were sent here to do 

And that is to call out to the Gods Allah in ones-ness for it is binding on the Gods Says Quran to honor 

our call…at this time we call it The Holy Master Blaster Jamming 



A muezzin (/muːˈɛzɪn/; Turkish: müezzin from Arabic: مؤذن, muʾaḏḏan), or muzim, is the person 

appointed at a mosque to lead, and recite, the call to prayer for every event of prayer and worship in 

the mosque. The Muezzin's post is an important one, as he is the one responsible for each call to 

prayer. The community depends on him for accurate prayer schedules (salat, Turkish namaz). 

Historically a muezzin would have recited the adhan or call to prayer by the minarets in order to be 

heard by those around the mosque. Now, mosques often have loudspeakers mounted on the top of 

the minaret and the muezzin will use a microphone, or the muezzin recording is played, allowing the 

call to prayer to be heard at great distances without climbing the minaret. 

“The Ugaritic texts called the moon god EL- simply, “GOD” a forerunner of Islam’s ALLAH; and his 

moon-crescent symbol crowns every Muslim mosque. And as tradition demands, the mosques are 

flanked, to this day, by minarets that simulate multistage rocket ships ready to be launched…” so here 

we see that we have been given the key of contacting the Gods…  

To resurrect and direct the positive energy of the prophets (poets) of black music which is the African 

American kabala and spiritual science.  

To pay homage and tribute to the Major Prophets, (poets) *to fulfill the message in The Music, and 

The Book: The Holy Book of Wonder… 

*THE   MAJOR PROPHETS 

Bob Marley 

Stevie Wonder 

Marvin Gaye 

Maurice white (earth wind fire) 

George Clinton (parliament funk.) 

Frankie Beverley (Maze) 

Lee ‘scratch’ Perry 



                                                     

 

The above musicians are ones who are aligned with what we call the Zi-on Prophecy as written in The 

Holy Book of Wonder, By the Rastafari -Ital Iman I 

 

3.) What is the message in the music? 

The message in the music is the essence of the message in Holy Bible and Quran and the great 

monuments of the world pyramids etc., as it’s written in a place for us to see: “when the children of 

Israel cried out in unity God Remembered the covenant. 

What is the covenant: it is the agreement of the chosen ones with God who said when we reached the 

time of the end, if we cried out in unity we would be answered, and Holy Quran says that it is binding 

on Allah to answer the cry of the children of light…  

“They want us to join the fighting but our answer today is to let all our worries like a breeze through 

our fingers slip away. 

 

The song master blaster jamming and album hotter than July is a command and a prophecy; 

broadcasted by the Master Stevie Wonder in year 1981 

 

“When you’re moving in the positive your destination is the brightest star (Sirius the Egyptian dog or 

God star) 

 



 

You didn’t know that you [were in the middle of the makings of the Master Blaster Jamming]” 

 “Would be jamming until the break of dawn” 

Dawn is a metaphor for the beginning of a new day or time I.e., Age of Aquarius. 

“ I bet you nobody ever told you that you were in the middle of the makings of the master blaster 

jamming” 

This event and vibration is a pivotal reality. Born at the rally for peace press conference at Washington 

DC Jan.15.1981 as written in the Holy Book of Wonder. 



“ I bet you if someone approached you yesterday to tell you that you would be jamming you would 

not believe it because you never thought that you would be jamming”  

 

4.) What is Jamming? 

It is the spirit of the Ancient Gods touching the prophets (poets), in the way bible says “and the lord 

placed his mighty hand upon Moses” and Moses was in fear and trembling…  

It is the esoteric communications of and between musicians and the receivers of the word, i.e., the 

faithful, the believers…“This is the way we funk with you”- George Clinton 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

                                                                        

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

21st century Ark of Covenant  

Let us look at the esoteric or hidden meaning of the word (staff) usually represents the spinal cord, 

which when activated with the ascending life force, may "bud" -as did the rod of Aaron- at the top or 

head. It is this that we lean on when we say-"thy rod and thy staff they comfort I" in the twenty-third 

Psalm. This is the same rod Moses used to part the sea that the children of Israel go home. We must 

now look at the hidden meaning of the word -STONE- the "white stone" spoken of in the bible refers 

esoterically to the regenerated pineal gland which becomes so when the raised spirit fire cements the 

sand like particles of this gland into a "STONE" this is the "stone" on which the "CHURCH" of Jah is 

built the regenerated man; Christ is referred to as the "STONE" which is the head or the capstone of 

the "pyramid" which is used to represent the completed spiritual building--and which cannot be 

complete until the Christ is in place at the top... 

 

Please note the pyramid on our one dollar bill, as the symbolism of a nation not yet complete or of a 

nation not based nor built on the principles of truth or Christ...now we go to the word "SOUND" as it 

has much power-sound is vibration and we are particularly impressed that Christ will come with a 

"shout" -remember the story of Joshua- or vibration... this vibration has power, and it was a "WORD" 

that spoke the universe into being. The vibration with which -the Christ will come will take those who 

are prepared out of their physical bodies into the spiritual body, which the pioneers have prepared. 

Stevie Wonder said from the album Hotter than July, in the song Master Blaster Jamming- "we're in 

the middle of the makings of the Master Blaster Jamming" 1980. just as Noah prepared his ARK -same 

meaning- when the floods came, thus everything is created by sound or vibration... 

Lastly here let us look at Joshua the leader who took the place of Moses after his death- esoterically 

Joshua represents a newer consciousness based upon the spirits previous experiences- Moses great 

that he was -that state of consciousness- must in time be superseded  by a later consciousness based 

upon more experience. Remember these stories are of me and you in search of reunion with Jah- by 

the light of the elders who are, that is built the great stones (The scatterers sura 51 Holy Quran)-ITAL 

IMAN I, am showing you how to read between the lines... 

 

 

 



 

                                      

The crossing of the Jordan -the river of life-the occupation of the promised land tell the story of this 

newer consciousness taking us to a newer and higher conception of life----MASTER BLASTER 

JAMMING---- 

 



                      

                              Woodstock 1969 was Harbinger of “The Master Blaster Jamming” 

Richie havens opened up and Jimi Hendrix was closing Act 

Both Black men as sign 

 

 

                       



 

 

Note, Noah was 600 years and some days but the floods did come- Noah represents those pioneers 

who have built the spiritual vehicle in which we shall function in the future and which will rise above 

the flood waters of lower emotionalism-and rest upon the high flood waters of lower emotionalism 

and rest upon the high spiritual consciousness of Mt. Ararat, or that we shall dwell in the future on a 

high plane of thought; his age when the floods came was the key to the end of creation i.e., the 6000 

years written from the pyramid... 

 

~AMEN~ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



                                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



About Underground news Network 

 

 

Current underground News Network coordinators: Ital Iman /Tony Wilder Sr. reorganized 2013. 



 New team Frist project interview: MS Sarah Mitchell final secretary of Malcolm X and Anas Luqman; 

mercenary and Personal confidant of Malcolm X being first man requested to murder  Malcolm by minister  

Joseph… 

 

Sarah Mitchell and Anas Luqman circa 1990 annual Malcolm X… 

 

Origin and foundation of Underground News Network 

Founded in year 2002 from a website created by webmaster DaUru I. who was recruited by Ital Iman 

While she was in service united states military in a civilian capacity administrative assistant to a 

leading General… 

www.Unn13com no longer active… now www.unn13.blogspot.com 

 

http://www.unn13.blogspot.com/


 

 

One year after launching the website unn13: We became credible Journalist by covering the beltway 

sniper trial for over 40 days in the commonwealth of virgina.our covering of the beltway sniper trial 

caught the eye of the Washington post who did an article about us covering the trial… 

                              

                               

 

 

 



 

By Natalie Hopkinson  

Washington Post Staff Writer 

Thursday, November 6, 2003; Page C01  

Sniper Suspect's 'Spiritual' Supporters 

Couple Has Unique Take on Trial 

washingtonpost.com 

 

 

 

VIRGINIA BEACH -- For weeks they've sat there -- he in plentiful locks tucked inside a  

Black mesh Rasta hat, she in a black scarf covering her hair, ears and neck -- on the back  



Row of the courthouse room where the D.C. sniper trial is being shown to reporters on  

Closed-circuit television. They watch the proceedings intently, scribbling notes and occasionally 

exchanging  

Discreet whispers, but never mingling with the other journalists chronicling the fate of  

Alleged sniper John Allen Muhammad. When asked, they curtly respond that they are  

From the Underground News Network, but offer little else. There are reasons for this. The couple 

dozen or so journalists surrounding them each day  

Are the very "vultures who wish to see John Allen Muhammad hang from the gallows of  

The Commonwealth of Virginia," as the pair wrote in last week's Internet account, and a  

Large part of the reason they drove their white Ford pickup all the way from Florida to be  

Here. In monitoring "the so-called professionals that the masses depend on to deliver the daily  

News," the Underground News Network's editor in chief, Ital Iman I, and executive editor  

And Webmaster Da.Uru I hope to offer "spiritual support" to John Allen Muhammad,  

Who they say was chosen by higher forces to deliver coded messages to the world. 

With execution lust raging in this coastal town and hardly a friend, family member or  

Supporter in sight, Muhammad sure could use the help -- that is, if he even knows the  

UNN is out there, waging this spiritual battle on his behalf. 

The sniper shootings were "like a message from a high priest, this initiation rite to take  

The world, especially black people, to a higher level, to get a higher consciousness," says  

Iman I, who is 46. So instead of zigzagging through parking lots and ducking behind gas  

Pumps during the terror spree that left 10 dead last October, he says, Washington area  

Residents should have been listening to Muhammad's missives railing against racism,  

Corporate greed and anti-Islam sentiments. 

But only the seers can read through the mysticisms that accompanied Muhammad's  

Mission: The "duck in the noose" phrase that Chief Moose recited at the snipers' request.  

The tarot card left at one shooting. The notes demanding that police call the snipers  



"God." That's where "Word is Bond: Essaic Manifesto: The document containing the  

Doctrine in support of John Allen Muhammad/John Lee Malvo, " a 35-page pamphlet  

That UNN published, comes in. So far, they say, they've sold about a hundred copies  

Through the Internet and independent bookstores for $23 -- as in 23 days of terror. 

 

 

 

After Monday's proceedings, they have agreed to be interviewed in a sub shop across  

From the Virginia Beach Municipal Center. They decline to order anything, even water,  

As the Rastafarian couple who also follow some of the teachings of Islam are vegetarians  

Who don't trust food they have not prepared with their own hands. They are soft-spoken  

And polite as they talk about their journey he “The mainstream media were not telling exactly what is 

going on in the courtroom," says  

Da.Uru I, who is 30. "They are saying that they caught Muhammad, but he actually led  



Them to him." Thus the phrase "we have caught the sniper like a duck in a noose,"  

Meaning Muhammad would be waiting when police came for him and he would not run.  

It was all in the divine plan. 

During the three weeks, Iman I saw other signs. The four gas stations targeted represented the four 

big oil companies. The tarot card left for police was the 13th card of  

The deck corresponding to death, and it alluded to the 13-year-old boy shot at the school  

As a warning to the government that schools should be places of learning. The numerical  

Links he makes, from Muhammad's birthday, the ages of the victims, to the dates of the  

Shootings, go on and on.  

"You have two black men who have held the nation at bay for 23 days," Iman I says.  

"That hasn't happened since Nat Turner. Whether they killed them or not, you have to  

Admit that he's an intelligent man. It's the trial of the century -- it's actually bigger than  

The O.J. trial." 

At the time Iman I started putting the pieces together last October, he had already been  

Hosting a radio talk show based in Jacksonville and publishing a newsletter covering  

American Beach, the historically black resort town on Amelia Island where he and  

Da.Uru I live in "a small commune of nine consisting of two wives, a husband and six  

Children." So he decided to fold the radio show and newsletter and his interest in the  

Muhammad case into a new Web site called the Underground News Network.  

Iman I tried to share his revelations with Muhammad soon after his arrest by mailing  

Some of his writings to the Virginia jail where he was held, but officials returned them  

Unread, stamped "inappropriate contact." So Iman I published the "Word is Bond"  

Pamphlet, and along with Da.Uru I, headed up to Muhammad's April pretrial hearings in  

Prince William County.  

But they never got that far. En route, police pulled over their 1998 Ford truck for traffic  

Stop on Interstate 95 in McIntosh County, Ga., and arrested them for possession of less  



Than one ounce of marijuana, which they say they use for religious purposes. But before  

They were taken to the jail, they say, officers from several law enforcement agencies  

Swarmed the car. 

During the stop, an FBI agent seized copies of their "Word is Bond" pamphlet, along  

With other writings including "Fire in Dub," "Anatomy of a Revolution" and "Of Prose  

And Con," according to a receipt of the seizure that the couple kept. After being  

Questioned for several hours, they were released on bail. When they returned to court in  

June, charges against Iman I (aka Noel Jones) were dropped, while Da.Uru I (aka  

Chineka Whitaker) was charged with possession of marijuana and sentenced to 12  

Months' probation, suspended upon payment of a $500 fine, according to court records.  

They say they are still waiting to get back their pamphlets. 

Iman I and Da.Uru I were outraged enough to send out a press release called "FBI  

Targets Rastafari Journalists" -- "Was this a conspiracy to keep the journalists from the  

Trial of John Allen Muhammad?" -- But were otherwise undeterred. It, too, was part of the  

Plan, they say. They drove up to Virginia Beach to cover the trial last month with hopes  

Of telling their Internet readers the truth about the trial and the parable of the divine  

Shootings, which will become grist for the next pamphlet. They live simply and eat  

Inexpensively -- mostly Chinese noodles and seaweed -- and live off the proceeds of their  

   

Sales of their pamphlets, and their arts, crafts and jewelry, which they sell at independent  

Shops. 

They vow to see the end of the Muhammad trial and that of his "student," Lee Malvo.  

They don't condone killing, but believe Muhammad and Malvo should not receive the  

Death penalty if convicted. They say racial justice dictates that the names John Allen  

Muhammad and Lee Malvo, "revolutionary black men," get equal billing with white  



Criminal masterminds such as Jeffrey Dahmer, Charles Manson and the Son of Sam, who  

"Have had movies glorifying their sick works." 

There hasn't exactly been a stampede to the Web site. Yesterday morning, the forum on  

The Muhammad trial had received fewer than 1,800 hits since Sept. 25. But UNN  

Dispatches have been picked up at several other underground media sites, where in at  

Least one quarter, they've struck a nerve. 

Soon after the Underground News Network began publishing its trial coverage, criticism  

Came from the Matah Network, an Afrocentric marketing network co-founded by Ken  

Bridges, who was shot in the back by the sniper at an Exxon station in Spotsylvania  

County. Some Matah advocates regard Bridges as a "modern-day Marcus Garvey," killed  

Before he could carry out his work of economically empowering black America.  

Some Matah supporters believe Muhammad was under government mind control and that  

He killed Bridges in a conspiracy to stifle black economic power. They posted messages  

On UNN critical of its theories.  

"Believe it or not, there are people who believe that there is a conspiracy," Iman I says,  

Incredulous. "They feel like everyone else was killed to shroud the killing of [Bridges],  

Which to me is absurd."  

© 2003 The Washington Post Company  

---  

Da.Uru I 

Executive Editor/Web Grandmaster 

Underground News Network - UNN  

http://www.unn13.com 

dauru@unn13.com 

 



 

 

 

 

 


